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INTRODUCTION
I. THIS paper, in which I attempt to give an analysis of investment
processes,is closely allied to the Keynesian theory. The latter can be divided
into two parts: (I) the determination of short-period equilibrium with a
given capital equipment and with a given rate of investment; (2) the determinationof the rate of investment. In the section " Short-periodEquilibrium"
I give a representationof the first part of the Keynesian theory, arriving at
its chief theoremsin a slightly differentway. In the followingthree sections I
deal with the determinationof the rate of investment and there the results are
fundamentallydifferentfromthose of the Keynesiantheory. These divergences
are due to the importantrole played in my argumentsby the time-lag between
investment decisions and investment production, and also to a different
treatment of the question of the inducement to invest. In the last section I
show that the investment processesnecessarilycreate a business cycle.
2. I assumein the whole paper that the workersdo not save (or dis-save).
For the savings of workers certainly do not play an important part in the
economic process, while to take it into considerationcan often obscure some
essential features of the capitalist economy. Therefore, it seems to me
preferableto deal here with a system in which only capitalists (entrepreneurs
and rentiers) save-exactly as is usually admitted in the assumptionof a closed
economy as being justifiablein a first approach. (I assume, also, in the whole
paper a closed economicsystem.)
The second simplifying assumption I make concerns the wear and tear
of fixed capital caused by its use in production. I assume that this " extra
wear and tears" is negligible and thus the total wear and tear is due to
obsolescence. This assumption,contrary to the Keynesian conception of usercost, does not imply an underestimationof its importancebut is simply made
to avoid complicationsinherent in this subject. I think, however, that this
simplificationwill not affect the results of our analysis much.
With this assumption, the only prime costs are those of labour and raw
materials. If we thus denote by the income of capitalists from an enterprise
the difference between the value of its output and the value of prime costs,
we find that this income is equal to the value of productionminus the cost of
labour and raw materials. We shall call the national income the sum of
capitalists' and workers'incomes. It is easy to see that the national income
is equal to the sum of the value of the output of all enterprisesminus the value
of the output of raw materials. But, hence, it follows that the national income
is equal to the value of consumption, purchases of fixed capital equipment,
and increase of stocks. The value of the purchases of fixed capital and the
increaseof stocks we shall call investment. It is clear that this is gross investment and also that the income of capitalists means here their gross income,
i.e. that from either the supplementarycost is not subtracted.
For both Keynes' theory and this paper the notion of a given capital
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equipmentis essential. The objectionis often raisedthat it is wrongto assume
a given capital equipment within a period, because the investment changes
the equipmentduringthis perod. The answeris very simple: this periodcan
be made so short that the change in the equipment is small enough not to
affect the formation of output and income. For output and income are
quantitiesmeasuredper unit of time and thus are not dependenton the length
of the period taken into consideration,whilst the change of equipment is,
caeterisparibus,proportionateto this length.
SHORT-PERIOD EQUILIBRIUM
i. Output with a given capital equipment depends on the quantity of
labour employed and on its distribution among the various sections of this
equipment. In every enterprise the employment is pushed to the point at
which marginalrevenueis equal to the marginalprime cost.
We shall representthe point of intersectionof the marginalrevenue and
the marginalprime cost curves as follows. XVesubtract from both price and
primecosts the cost of raw materials,and thus we obtain so-calledvalue added
and labourcosts respectively. We can now say that the output of an enterprise
is given by the intersectionof the curves of marginalvalue added and of marginal labour-cost (see Fig. i). Marginalvalue added and marginallabour-cost
are both expressed here in wage units.' We shall call short-timeequilibrium
a state in which the marginal labour-cost curves and marginal value-added
curves do not move. With a given capital equipment the curves of marginal

labour-costare fixed. The establishmentof short-timeequilibriumwith a given
equipment will thus consist in the shift of marginal value-addedcurves.
The area OABC is the value added of the enterprise expressed in wage-units, the hatched area is
the income of the capitalists obtained from this
enterprise, while the unhatched area is the income

I
FIlG,.,.

of the workers. Thus the sum of OABC-areas of
all enterprises--is the national income expressed in
wage-units, while the sum of the hatched areas is
the total income of the capitalists, and that of the
unhatched areas the total income of the workers.
The national income is also equal to the value of
total consumptionand total investment and, as we
have assumedthat the workersdo not save, the sum
of the unhatched areas covers the value of the consumption of the workers, while the sum of the

I Keynes defines the wage-unit as follows: " . . . in so far as different grades and kinds of
labour and salaried assistance enjoy a more or less fixed relative remuneration, the quantity
of employment can be sufficiently defined for our purpose by taking an hour's employment of
ordinary labour as our unit and weighting an hour's employment of special labour in proportion
to its remuneration; i.e. an hour of special labour remunerated at double ordinary rates will
count as two units. We shall call the unit in which the quantity of emplovment is measured the
labour-unit; and the money-wage of a labour-unit we shall call the wage-unit." The General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, p. 41.
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hatched areas is the value of the consumption of the capitalists and of the
investment.
We can now make clear the key position of the spendingof the capitalists
in the formationof short-timeequilibrium. In such an equilibriumthe marginal
value-added curves remain by definition in a certain determined position.
As we have just shown, the sum of the hatched areasis equal to the spendingof
the capitalists on consumptionand investment, and the sum of the unhatched
areas covers the consumption of the workers. There can be no spontaneous
change in the spendingof the workers,because they spend, by assumption,as
much as they earn, but such changes of spendingare quite possible for capitalists.' Let us assume that the capitalists spend a given amount more than before
per unit of time. Then there will be a slhiftin the marginalvalue-addedcurves
until the sum of the hatched areas is equal to the increased spending by the
capitalists for consumptionand investment. As the sum of the hatched areas
is also equal to the total income of the capitalists, the increaseof their spending
"forces " their income to rise by the same amount.
It is clear that in the new short-periodequilibriumthe employment, the
incomeof the workers,and thereforethe value of their consumption (measured
in wage units), is greater than before. Hence, it follows that the demand for
all kinds of investment and consumption-goods, for both capitalists and
workers,has risen, and thus a shift of the marginal value-added curves must
have taken place in all industries.
We see now that the spending of the capitalists determinesa position of
marginalvalue-addedcurves such that the sum of the hatched areas. i.e. the
incomes of the capitalists, is equal to the amount they spend. In this way the
level of the spending of the capitalists (expressedin wage-units) is the chief
determinant of the short-periodequilibriumand particularlyof employment
and inconme.
2. We have shown that the spending of the capitalists " forces " a
capitalists' income which is equal to this spending. As the spending of the
capitalists consists of their consumption and investment, and the income of
the capitalists of their consumption and saving, it can also be said that the
investment " forces" saving to an amount which is equal to the amount of
this investment. It is clear that in general the same capitalists do not invest
and save: the investments of some create a saved income of an equal amount
for others.
We assume now a definite capitalists' propensityto consume,i.e. to every
level of total capitalists' income expressed in wage-units there correspondsa
definite distribution of this income between consumption and saving. It is
clear that in this way to every level of saving there correspondsa definite
level of capitalists' consumption. Hence, it can easily be concluded that the
amount of investment expressed in wage-units determines the total sum of
the spending of capitalists. For the amount of investment I " forces" an
equal amount of saving, and if capitalists' consumption is, say, lower than
the level C correspondingto the amount I of saving, then the capitalists will
consume more; in this way they will " push " their income to the level C +I
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at which the proportionbetween the consumptionC and saving I is in accordance with their propensity to consume.
3. We see now that the total investment I per unit of time expressed in
wage-units determines,grossomodo,the short-periodequilibrium. For with a
given propensity to consume there corresponds to I a definite capitalists'
consumption C, and thus we have the total spending of the capitalists C+I
and its distributionbetween consumptionand investment. To determine the
short-period equilibrium in full detail we need, in addition to this, some
knowledgeof the kind of investments and the " tastes " of both capitalists and
workers. If we assume these " tastes " as known, the only indeterminate
element in the short-periodequilibriumcorrespondingto the given amount I
of spending on investments (in wage-units) per unit of time is the distribution
of this spending amongst various kinds of investments. But we can admit,
I think, that the changes in the structure of investment expenses have no
great importancefor the generalemploymentand national income Y expressed
in wage-units, and we can write, therefore, without making a considerable
mistake:
Y =f(I).
f is here an increasing function and its shape is defined by the given capital
equipment,capitalists' propensity to consume, and the " tastes " of capitalists
and workers. The derivative of this function:
dY --f'(I)
is the Keynesian multiplier. If investment changes from the given level I
to the given level I+ AI-where AI is a small increment-then income will
change from the level Y to the level Y+ AI.f'(I). This is the only question
the multiplier answers and no other service can be requiredfrom it.

THE DYNAMIC PROCESS AS A CHAIN OF SHORT-PERIOD
EQUILIBRIA
i. With given capital equipment, capitalists' propensity to consume, and
the " tastes" of both capitalists and workers, the amount of investment I
expressed in wage-units determines, as we have seen above, almost entirely
the short-periodequilibrium(the only indeterminatefactor beinagthe structure
of investment) and particularlythe amount of total employment and income.
Thus it can now be asked: " What determinesinvestment ? " Here a treatment of the subject called by Keynes " inducement to invest " might be
expected, but we postpone the examinationof this problemto the next section,
and now we proposeto considerthe matter from quite a differentpoint of view.
We wish now to state that the present investment, i.e. the value of present
investment output, is a result not of presentbut formerinvestment decisions,
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for, as we shall see immediately,a certain relatively long time is needed to
complete the investment projects. This fact is of fundamentalimportancefor
the dynamics of an economicsystem. For the investments at a given moment
fail to be a variable dependent on other factors acting at this moment and
become a datum inherited from the past like the capital equipment. (We
assume that the investment decision is irrevocablein the course of the construction of the particular object.) It is clear that the present phenomena
are also a basis for investmentdecisions,which, however,will be relevantfor the
formationof investment output only in the future, and so on.
2. Let us now examine more closely the dependenceof presentinvestment
output on former investment decisions. If it is known that two years, say,
are needed to build a factory, then during two years from the moment of the
investment decision I1/24 of this factory will be producedmonthly. Now it is
easily seen that the output of investment per unit of time is determinedby the
set of investment ordersnot yet completed and the cdrrespondingtime-spaces
necessary to finislhthem. If, for instance, at the beginning of a month the
building of a factory worth ?I,ooo,ooo is orderedfor delivery twenty months
hence; and besides this there remainsto be completedhalf a factory the total
value of which is ?i,2oo,ooo

and time of building twelve months;

then the

value of orders to be finished is ?I,ooo,ooo atid ?6oo,ooo respectively, whilst
the time needed is twenty months and six months; thus the monthly investment output is

No difficulty arises in
+?6oo,ooo = ?150,000.
generalisingthis formula. If we denote the parts of the investment ordersnot
yet completed (reckonedat prices current at the given moment expressedin
?1000,00

wage-units) by o,,

02 . . .

and the corresponding time needed by

the present level of investment is:

2
TV, .T2

Tk

Let us now denote the sum 2ok of uncompleted parts of investment orders
at a given moment by 0. We define as the average time X a time such as is
needed to produce investment goods of the value 0 at a rate of investment
I = Eo. Thus we have:
Ik

0
L'Ok
T -r O ?k
Tk

It should be pointed out that T is not the average time required for the
completion of investment decisions (gestation period), but the average time
requiredfor finishing the orders,which are in diverse stages of construction;
in this way r is, roughly speaking, half the average gestation period, because
at every moment there exist orderswhose completionhas just begun, is near
to the end, or has reacheda position intermediatebetween these two extreme
6 Vol.4
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cases. In reality r is likely to be equal to a few months; it is certainly not a
constant value, but it variesslowly within a narrowrange (see the mathematical
note at the end of this paper). We shall assume for the sake of simplicity that
T is constant; but it is easy to see that the argument can be reconstructed
without any difficulty for the case of slowly varying T (see footnote i
0
below). From the above equationit followsI=-, thus if T is assumed to be
constant the rate of investment is proportionateto the value of the " stock"
of uncompletedorders.
3. Let us now imagine that the time is'divided into periods of the length
r, supposing that within every one of these periods the investment I does not

change, i.e. that instead of a continuoustime curve we considera " stair line "
inscribed in this curve (see Fig. 2). In a similar way we imagine also that
the change of capital equipment in a r-perioddoes not affect the short-time
equilibriumin this period but in the next. Thus as investment and capital
equipment nearly define the short-period equilibrium-output,income and
prices also will prevail at a definite level during a -period and will change at
the end of it.
At the beginning of period I we have a certain stock of uncompleted
projects. The investment I in that period is equal to its currentvalue divided
by r. Thus the value of investment goods I,r produced in the period is just
equal to the value of uncompletedparts of investment ordersat the beginning
of the period. Consequentlythe " stock " of uncompletedinvestment projects
at the end of the T-periodis equal to the amount of investment decisionsundertakenduringthis period.
>
we thus denote the investment decisions per
}^__If
D3
of time, i.e. the rate of investment decisionsin
Wunit
?,, __ !_.
period i by D, (reckonedat prices current during
D, i_
the period i in wage-units), the sum of uncompleted
.
/%%g %./g
investment orders at the end of the period is equal
to D1-r. But the investments per unit of time in the
//2 ;/BX X
2-periodreckonedat prices of period I are equal to
/X St@ Sm
/
this carry-overof ordersfrom the first perioddivided
by r or

=

D,, i.e. they are equal to the rate of

investmentdecisionsin thefirst period.' Thus, if (as
on the chart) D,>Il, the investment in the period
2 reckoned at the prices of period i are larger than in the period i. This
increased demand for investment goods will increase their prices (by an
amount dependent on the state of equipment in investment-goodindustries)
and consequently the value of investments in period 2. I2 is thus, in turn,
FIG. 2.

1 The assumption about the constancy of r was needed in order to demonstrate this proposition. But it is clear that it would be enough to assume that the difference between the lengtll
of two r-periods following each other is negligible. Thus the assumption of the slow variation of
r is necessary but not its constancy. The latter is made only to simplify the exposition.
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greater than D1. We have, consequently, the inequality:
IL<D1<I2

The differenceD1-I1 results from the "real increaseof investment between
the periods I and 2, whilst the differenceI2-D1 is due to the rise in prices of
investment-goods.' If D1 were less than I] the inequality would have changed
its direction. Whilst if D1 = I1 the investment 12 would also be equal to Il.
4. It follows from the above that the amount of investment I (measured
in wage-units) in a given r-period is determined by the rate of investment
decisions in the preceding period. Thus we can now imagine the dynamic
processas a chainof short-periodequilibriaeach of them prevailingduringtimer.
Suppose we have in the initial r-period a given amount of investment I1
expressedin wage-units,which on the basis of the capital equipmentdetermines
a short-periodequilibrium. This state, which can be representedby the set
of marginalvalue-added curves and marginal labour-cost curves of all enterprises, in conjunctionwith some other factors (principallythe rate of interest),
defines the rate of investment decisions D1 in this period. But these decisions
in turn determinethe investment I2 in the period 2 and in that way also the
new short-periodequilibriumon the basis of-the capital equipment, which has,
of course,also changedin generalas a result of wearand tear and of investments
in the preceding period. Thus there is a new level of investment decisions
and a furtherchange in capital equipmentcaused by its wear and tear and by
investmentsin the secondperiod. As a result we have again a new short-period
equilibriumin the next period, and so on.
To be able to say more about the mechanismof the dynamic process we
must now examine the motives of investment decisions in order to show how
the links of our chain are connected.
THE INDUCEMENT TO INVEST
r. In the Keynesian theory of inducement to invest the fundamental
notion is that of the marginalefficiencyof an asset. Keynes defines it as the
rate at which the prospectivecurrentretums (differencesbetween revenuesand
effective expenditures) of an asset during its future " life " have to be discounted in order to obtain the present supply price of this asset. Keynes
assumes that the greater the investment in a certain type of capital per unit
of time the less will be the marginal efficiency of the correspondingassets
because of the rise of the supply prices of these assets. " Now it is obvious
that the actual rate of current imvestmentwill be pushed to the point where
there is no longer any class of capital of which the marginalefficiencyexceeds
the current rate of interest." 2 In other words, if at a given moment there is
1 As the result of changes in the prices of investment goods a differencebetween the value
of producedinvestment and the value of the correspondingorders will in general arise. Thus,
if the prices have, say, risen,the entrepreneurs,who had given ordersand obtain the investment
objects at the " old " prices, make a relative gain, whilst the producers,whose marginalprime
cost have undergonein the meantimea rise, suffera relative loss.
2 GeneralTheory,p. 136.
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a gap between the marginal efficiency of the various assets and the rate of
interest, the investment per unit of time will rise until the increaseof the prices
of investment goods caused by this will reduce the marginal efficiency of all
assets to the level of the rate of interest.
There are two things lacking in this conception. First it tells us nothing
about the rate of investment decisionstaken by entrepreneursfaced with given
market prices of investment goods. It indicates only that unless the marginal
efficiencyof all assets calculatedon the basis of this level of pricesof investment
goods is equal to the rate of interest, a change of investment will take place
which will transformthe given situation into a new one, in which the marginal
efficiencyof various assets is equal to the rate of interest.
But a new trouble now arises. Let us assume that the rate of investment
has really, say, risen so much that the new level of investment prices and
the initial state of expectations give a marginalefficiencyequal to the rate of
interest. The increase of investment, however, will cause not only the prices
of investment goods to rise, but also a rise of prices (or, more precisely, the
upward shift of marginalrevenue curves) and employment in all branches of
trade. Thus, because " the facts of the existing situation enter, in a sense
disproportionately,into the formation of our long-term expectations,"1 the
state of expectationswill improveand the marginalefficiencyof assets appears
again higher than the rate of interest. Consequently " equilibrium" is not
reachedand the investment continues to rise.
We see now that the Keynesian conception,which tells only how great
investmentwill be if the given " disequilibrium" changesinto an " equilibrium,"
encounters a difficulty in this respect also, for it appears that the rise of
investment does not lead to " equilibrium" at all (in any case, not to
immediate" equilibrium"). I shall furthertry to give an outline of a different
conceptionof inducementto invest whichendeavoursto find factorsdetermining
the amount of investment decisions correspondingto every definite state of
long-term expectations, prices of investment goods, and rate of interest.
2. We start from the problem of uncertainty, which is also involved in
Keynes' arguments. It can be gathered from his exposition that a certain
amount has to be subtractedfrom the marginalefficiencyof assets (calculated
on the basis of the currentprospectivereturns) to cover risk before comparing
it with the rate of interest. We can express the same point in this manner:
the gap between the marginalefficiencyof assets calculatedon the basis of the
prospectivecurrentreturnsof these assets, which we shall call the prospective
rate of profit, and the rate of interest, is equal to the risk incurred. But here
we wish to draw attention to a point not consideredby Keynes.
The rate of risk of everyinvestmentis greaterthe largeris this investment.
If the entrepreneurbuilds up a factory he incurs a certain risk of unprofitable
business, and these losses, if any, will be more significant for him the greater
proportionthe investment consideredbears to his wealth. But besides this,
in " sacrificing" his reserves (consisting of deposits or securities) or taking
credits, he exhausts his " sources of capital," and if he should need this
1

General Theory, p. 148.
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" capital " in the fnture he may be obliged to borrowat a high rate of interest
because he has overdrawnthe amount of credit consideredby his creditorsas
" normal." Thus both these aspects of risk incurredby investment shot that
the rate of risk must grow with the amnountinvested.
Now, I think we have the key to the problem of amount of investment
decisionsin a given economicsituation in a certainperiodof time, for instance,
in our r-period. This amount is just so muchL
as will equate the marginalrisk
to the gap between the prospectiverate of profit and the rate of interest, both
being given by the economicsituation of the period in question. The greater
the " gap " the greater is the sum of investment decisions in the period, and
this for two reasons. First the number of people undertaking investment
increases, including the more timid entrepreneurs; and, secondly, each of
them invests more.
3. In all this conception, however, an obscure point still remains. The
entrepreneursin the --period considered have taken so many investment
decisions that any additional investment decision does not seem to them
sufficiently attractive because of the growing risk. Will there, then, be no
investment decisionat all in the next r-periodif the gap between the prospective rate of profit and rate of interest remains at the same level as before ?
Certainlythis is not the case. For the value of the investment in the seconid
period-as we know from the preceding chapter-corresponds to the investment decisions in the first r-period; further, the saving in the second period
is equal to the investment in the second period; thus the capitalists as a body
save in the second i--periodjust the amount which they decided to invest in
the first r-period. To the money-flow of investments there correspondsan
equal money-flow of savings, and if investment decisions of an equal amount
should not be taken, an improvementin the security of wealth and liquidity
for the entrepreneurswould result (who accumulate reserves or repay debts)
at the end of the period; hence, the marginalrisk would be less than the gap
between prospective rate of profit and the rate of interest In this way if
the gap remains as supposed on the same level, a steady reinvestment of the
same amiountwill take place. The flow of investment decisions continuously
imposes the burden of risk on some capitalists, but the equal flow of savings
relieves other capitalists from this burden.
If the gap between the prospectiverate of profit and the rate of interest
increases,the investment decisions in a i-period will be pushed to the point at
which the marginal risk is equal to the increasedgap. If this gap does not
change further, reinvestment of the new higher amount will take place in the
following periods.
Thus we can now say that the rate of investmentdecisionsis an increasing
function of thegap betweenthe prospectiverate of profitand the rate of interest.'
1 This can also be deduced as follows. It can be concluded from the above that the burden
of risk is created only by the existence of unrealised investment decisions. Thus this burden
is, caeteris paribus, higher the larger the " stock " of uncompleted orders at the end of a given
T-period, which (see p. 82) is equal to DTr. Or the marginal risk increases with the rate of investment decisions D and, consequently, so must the gap between the prospective rate of profit andl
the rate of interest needed to cover the risk.
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TWO DETERMINANTS OF THE INVESTMENT DECISIONS

i. We have shown that the rate of investment decisions is an increasing
function of the differencebetween the prospectiverate of profit 1 and the rate
of interest. To find out the determinants of investment decisions,we must
analyse the factors on which this difference is dependent. We shall divide
the analysis into two parts: in the first we assume a given capital equipment,
in the second we examine the effects of changes in this capital equipmnent.
The prospectiverate of profit is defined by the long-termexpectations of
returns and the supply prices of investment goods. It was mentioned above
that the point of departure for estimating future returns is first of all the
present state of affairs. Thus it is the short-periodequilibriumwhich chiefly
determines the prospective rate of profit at the given moment. For in this
short-periodequilibriumwe have given the system of marginal value-added
curves, which describes " the present state of affairs," while these curves and
the marginallabour-costcurves in the investment-goodindustriesgive us the
level of investment-goodprices.
But with a given capital equipment the short-period equilibrium is
determinedby the rate of investmentI, and so, consequently,is the prospective
rate of profit. The changein the rate of investment I will affect the prospective
rate of profit from two sides in opposite directions: the increase, say, of the
investment will raise the marginal value-added curves and consequently
improve expectations, but at the same time it will also increase the prices of
investment goods. Thus we can say that the prospectiverate of profit with a
given capital equipment is a function of investment I, but we do not know,
a priori, whether this function is increasingor decreasing.
2. We are now going to,show that with certain assumptions the rate of
interest can also be representedas a function of investment I. We know that
with a given capital equipment both employment and the national income Y
expressedin wage-unitsare increasingfunctionsof I. Here we shall also make
a justifiable-assumption that with the rise of employment the wage-unit w
increasesin a definite way (due to a relative shortageof certainkinds of labour,
improvement in the position of trade unions and so on). Thus income
expressedin terms of money Ywwill increasein a definite way if the investment
I rises. For the rise of I causes a rise of Y, while the increased employment
pushes nominalwages to a higherlevel.
The greater the money income Yw the greater is the demand for cash for
transactions, which, with a constant amount of money in circulation, must
cause the rate of interest to increase. In general, the amount of money in
circulation will not remain constant because the banking system creates new
money; but also, in that case, we can assume that this creation will be
accompaniedby a rise in the rate of interest because of the falling liquidity of
banks.
1 It is clear that in general the prospective rates of profit in various industries are not
equal. But we can define the general prospective rate of profit as such a rate which, if it were
to prevail in all industries,would affect the rate of investment decisionsin the same way as the
given set of prospectiverates of profits.
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We see thus that the rise of investment I increases the demand for cash
and has in that way the tendency to raise the rate of interest. It is, however,
not the only way in whichthe rate of interestis affectedby changein investment
I. The investment I as we know determines (with a given capital equipment)
the short-periodequilibriumand thus the " general state of affairs." But the
better this state of affairs the greater is the " lender's confidence" 1 and,
therefore,througlhthis channel the rise of investment has a tendency to lower
the rate of interest.
Probably these two opposite stimuli will cause the rate of interest to fall
initially with an increase of investment I, but after passing a minimum the
rate will begin to rise when investment furtherincreases. For at a low level of
investment I, and thus of income Y, the elasticity of supply of money is high,
while an improvement in business much affects the " lender's confidence,"
and thus the rate of interest is likely to fall with the rise of investment. But at
a high level of investment and income, as the supply of money has become
more inelastic and the " lender's confidence" is less sensible to a further rise
in business activity, the increase of investment will rather cause the rate of
interest to rise.
3. We have stated that both the prospective rate of profit and the rate
of interest can be represented with certain assumptions as functions of
investment I. Thus the rate of investment decisions which is an increasing
function of the differencebetween the prospective rate of profit and the rate
of interest is also the function of investment I.
D = (I)
Hence, it followsthat in a given r-periodit is the level of investment which
determines the rate of investment decisions and thus the investment in the
next x-period.
We cannot say a priori whether the function f is increasingor decreasing.
For the rise of I improves the expectations of returns,but at the same time
raises the prices of investment goods and may also raise (if I is sufficiently
great) the rate of interest. But it is very probable that below a certain level
of I this function is increasing. For if the level of investment is not relatively
high the marginalprime cost curve in the investment-goodproductionis only
slightly increasing with output and, consequently, so are the prices of
investment goods. The rate of interest which initially falls with the increasing
investment also after havlingpassed the minimum within a certain interval
rises only slightly. Thus, before I reaches a certain rather high level it can
be assumedthat a rise in it affects investment decisionsmore by improvement
of expectations than by raising prices of investment goods and the rate of
interest.
We can now discover some further features of the function T which is
represented here in Fig. 3. We shall try to show that the curve MAN
representing this function must cut the straight line OL, drawn at 450
throughthe zero point 0, and that the left part MA lies above, whilst the right
I

See on the " lender'sconfidence,"GeneralTheory,pp.

144,

309.
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part AN lies below OL. In other words, there exists
a value of investment IA to which corresponds a

value of investment decisions DA equal to IA, while
for investment lower than IA we have D>I, and
for investments higher than IA the opposite, i.e.
D<I. There are, a priori, three possible positions
M//
of the curve b besides that shown in Fig. 3 (see
Fig. 4). We shall show that they are unrealistic. It
is easy to show that if the curve lies entirely above
OL, or, which is the same, if D is always greaterthan
I, we shall have an unlimited cumulative upward
FIG. 3.
process. For if in a certainx-periodtherecorresponds
to investment I a higher amount of investment decisions D, then in the next
r-period the investment will be higher; but because the curve + lies above
A

L

450

L

450

oL

45'

FIG. 4.

OL the investment decisions in the second 'r-periodare again higher than the
investment, and so on. In that way the investment would increase automatically without limit.
This is, however, impossible, for the limited amount of available labour
does not permit investment and income to pass a certain level. What is the
mechanismby which the cumulativeprocessis stopped ? In the neighbourhood
of full employment the rise of nominal wages correspondingto every small
increase of investment (measuredin wage-units) will be very sharp. It will
cause a rapid rise of nominal income, of demand for money, and thus of the
rate of interest. In that way the latter will soon reach the level at which
investment decisionsare equal to investment and thus there will be no tendency
for a further rise of investment. But it all amounts to nothing more than the
demonstrationof the feature in question of the function k. Because of the
rapid rise of the rate of interest with the increasedinvestment in the neighbourhood of full employment, the shape of this function must be such that the
curve MAN cuts the straight line OL in a point, which cannot lie above the
investment level correspondingto full employment. But it is clear that it
may lie lower. For the investment in successive r-periodsmay form a convergent series even without the restraininginfluence of the rate of interest.
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4. We shall now demonstrate that the curve MAN can not lie entirely
belowthe straightlineOL. In that case we shouldhave an unlimitedcumulative
downwardprocess. For if in a certain r-periodthere correspondsto investment
I a lower amount of investment decisions,it will cause a lower level of investment in the next period; but in that period D is again lower than I and thus
the downwardprocess goes on. But, as in the case of the upwardprocess, an
unlimited movement is again impossible, though the factor which determines
the limit is of quite a differentnature.
The investment I by our definition is the value (expressedin wage-units)
of the purchases of fixed capital and the increase of stocks per unit of time.
Thus it can be negative if the decreaseof stocks is greater than the purchases
of fixed capital, but, as we shall show at olnce, this negative value cannot
fall below a certain level. We know that the capitalists' income is equal to
their spending C+I for consumption goods and investment. This income
(from which supplementary costs are not subtracted) cannot be lower than
zero, for otherwise the entrepreneurswould not produce at all. Thus we find
Or the curve MAN must cut the
that C+I>o and, consequently, I>-C.
straight line OL in a point at which I is not lower than -C, where C is the
capitalists' consumptionin the case when their income is zero.
Now it is easy to see that the third position of the curve also is unrealistic;
for if the investment is initially lower than the abscissa of A we have ani
unlimited downwardcumulative process, and if it is initially higher than the
abscissa of A an upward cumulative process goes on indefinitely. To summarise: We have stated three features of the function qfrepresentedby the
curve MAN:
(i) The curve MAN is initially ascending.
(2) This curve cuts at point A the straight line OL drawn through the
zero point at 45O. The part MA of MAN lies above and the part AN below OL.
(3) The investment I at this point of intersectionA with OL is not higher
than the investmentlevel correspondingto full employmentand not lower than
-C, where C is capitalists' consumption,when their income is zero.
5. We have up till now examinedthe dependenceof the rate of investment
decisions D on investment I assuming a given capital equipment. Now we
are going in turn to analyse the influence of changes in this equipment on the
investment decisionsif the investment is given. In that way we shall be able
to describe D as a function of both investment I and capital equipment.
We begin with the statement that if investment I remains constant
(capitalists' propensity to consume assumed as given) so also does the total
capitalists' spending C+I and, consequently, the total capitalists' income,
which is equal to their spending. Thus, if the capacity of equipment, say,
increases, it is easy to see that the " state of affairs" becomes worse. For
if the same income is earned by capitalists on a greater number of factories
the income on every factory is less. The " new" factories compete with the
" old" ones, the downward shift of marginal value-added curves reduces
the capitalists' income (hatched area on Fig. i) in the " old " factories, and
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in that way a part of the total incomeof the capitalistsC+I-being by assumption constant-is transferredto the " new " factones.
Thus it is clear that the increase of capital equipment with constant
investmentI, and thus with the constant spendingand incomeof the capitalists,
must have a depressing effect on expectations. It is not certain, however,
whetherthe prospectiverate of profitwill fall; for if the equipmentis expanded
also in investment-goodindustries the prices of these goods will decline and
this may counterbalancethe less favourablestate of expectations.
We abstract this case, however, from further exposition for the sake of
simplicity1 and thus assume that with the constant spendingof the capitalists
the expansion of equipment causes the prospectiverate of profit to fall.
The depressingeffect of the increaseof equipmenton the prospectiverate
of profitstated hereis also one of the fundamentalpropositionsof the Keynesian
theory. But it is consideredthere rather as a generalprinciplewhich does not
require to be proved. From our above argument it is clear that this law is
valid only on the assumptionof the constant spending of the capitalists (and
in that case also with some additional assumption); if this spendingincreases
in the same proportion as equipment the prospective rate of profit has no
tendency to fall.
Our proper aim was to state the influence of the change in the capacity
of equipmenton the investment decisionswhen the spendingof the capitalists
remains constant. The investment decisions are, as we know, an increasing
function of the gap between the prospective rate of profit and the rate of
interest. We have stated that (on certain assumptions)the prospectiverate of
profit falls when equipmentis expanding. We have yet to examine what will
happen to the rate of interest.
If the equipment expands with the constant spending of the capitalists,
the marginalvalue-addedcurves shift down, and the degree of employmentin
each factory diminishes. But this is accompaniedby the fal of the relative
shareof the capitalistsin value addedin each factory2 and, consequently,of the
relative share of the capitalists in the national income. Since, however, their
income, which equals their spending,is by assumptionconstant,this meansthat
the nationalincome must increase. Thus the expansionof equipmentwith the
constant spending of the capitalists causes a rise of demand for cash and,
consequently, an increaseof the rate of interest.
1 It can be shown that this simplification does not affect the validity of the explanation of
the business cycle given in the next section. The case abstracted can occur only on the top of
the boom when the supply of investment goods may become inelastic, because only on that
condition will the increase of equipment producing these goods cause their prices to fall significantly. We should have then a situation in which investment does not rise (because it is the top
of the boom), equipment expands, and the prospective rate of profit does not fall. This situation,
however, could not last long. For the fall of the prices of investment goods would continuously
increase the profitability of consumption-good industries at the expense of investment-good
industries. Thus there would be a shift of investment activity from the latter to the former, the
increase of consumption-goods equipment would be accelerated and that of investment-goods
equipment retarded; and this would cause the expected returns to fall more strongly than the
prices of investment goods. The fall of the prospective rate of profit-which in our representation
of the business cycle process in the next section accounts for the breaking down of the boomwould only be delayed; the economic system would stay longer on the top of the boom, to
be, however, eventually overcome by the slump.
2 This is not strictly a rule, but the opposite case can be considered exceptional.
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From this and the depressinginfluence on the prospective rate of profit
it may be concluded that the increase of the capacity of equipment with the
constant spendingof the capitalistscauses a fall of the gap between the prospective rate of profit and the rate of interest, and thus a fall of investment
decisions. But if the investment is constant the spending of the capitalists
is constant, too. Or we get: the greater the equipL
ment with a constant investment I, the less the rate D
of investment decisions D.
The curve representingthe function D -+ (I) is
drawn on the assumptionof a constant equipment.
If the equipment changes, this curve will be shifted.
And it follows from the above that it will be shifted
down when the equipment increases. The greater
the capacity of the equipment,the lower will be the
position of the curve /. In that way the family of
curves 0 representsthe rate of investment decisions
D as a function of two determinants-the rate of
FIG. 5.
investment I and the equipment.
THE BUSINESS, CYCLE
i. Let us now, again, considerthe dynamic process representedas a chain
of short-periodequilibria,each lasting a r-period. To simplifythe expositionwe
will examine this process in two stages: in the first we abstract the changes
of capital equipment; in the second stage we take into account also the
influence of the changes which result from investment and wear and tear.'
Suppose the level of investment (expressed in wage-units) in the first
7-period to be I, (see Fig. 6).
D

FIG. 6.
1 In the first stage we can imagine, for instance, that both investment and wear and tear

are very small in relation to equipment;
the process considered.

thus the equipment changes only a little in the course of
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The curve ? on the left representsthe dependenceof the rate of investment
decisionsD on the investment I with a given equipment. Drawinga horizontal
on the level I, we obtain first the point of intersection P1 with OL, whose
abscissa (being equal to the ordinate) is equal to I,. Drawing the vertical
throughP1 we obtain on the curve ? the point (I1, D1), whose ordinateis D1the rate of investment decisionscorrespondingto 1,-and thus that which will
take place in the first r-period.
The rate of investment decisionsin the first 7-periodis, as we see, higher
than investment (we have so chosen our initial position). We know from the
second section that the investment in the next 7-period reckoned at the
prices of the first 7-periodis equal to D1. Thus, because D1>I the " real "
value of investment in the second 7-periodis greater than in the first; this
causes the prices of investment goods to increase, and we have:
I1<D1<12

where D1-1, is the " real " increase of investment from period i to period 2,
and I2-D1 is due to the correspondingrise of prices of investment goods.
Now, with the help of the curve 6, we can obtain again the level of
investment decisions D2, which is again greater than I2 and which causes the
increaseof investment to the level I3 in the third period, and so on.
We reach, finally, in that way in the fifth periodthe level of investment Ir,
to which there correspondson the curve 6 the point of intersection of this
I5.
curve with the straight line OL, i.e. we reach a position in which D.
Thus from this very moment the investment ceases to grow and in the sixth
T-periodthe investment remainson the same level and so also does the rate of
investment decisions, which is equal to inyestment. All the process can be
representedby the following scheme:
II<D<2<D2<I3<D3<I4<

D4<I5

D5

I6= D=

We see here that the excess of investment decisions over investment in
the first period causes a self-stimulating rise of investment, which in its
essential nature is identical with the so-called Wickselliancumulative process.
This rise, however, leads to a position in which the investment ceases to grow,
remainingafterwardsat a constant level. (This maintenance of investment
after period 5 takes place only on the assumption of constant equipment;
we shall see in the next paragraphthat it is preciselythe increaseof equipment,
which disturbs this " equilibrium.") It is easy to see that the " equilibrium"
reached in period 5 is stable; if the investment is lowered beneath the level
l; we shall have a rise representedabove bringingit back to this level. But,
also, if it rose above this value a fall of investment would take place and push
it again back to the "equilibrium" level; for it is clear, in general, that if
we start from a position in which D<I we shall obtain a downwardcumnulative
process in exactly the same way as we constructed the upward one above.
With a given curve ? the time of adjustment leading to the state of
"equilibrium " is proportionateto the length of the 7-period. In general the
time of change of investment from one given level to another with a given
curve qbis proportionateto 7.
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In the plane I, D the cumulative upward or downwardprocess is always
representedby the movement of point (I, D) along the curve # towards its
point of intersectionwith OL.
It is worth noting that these cumulative processeshave nothing (at least
directly) to do with the Keynesian multiplier. This last answers only the
question of how much the national income will increasefrom a certain i-period
to the. next i-period as a result of the increase of investment; while the
mechanism of the cumulative process determines this growth of investment
as such. We can representthis by the following scheme:

II <I2
I I

<I3 <I4 . . . . .

Y1<Y2<Y3<Y4

I
.

where the first series represents the cumulative rise of investment and the
second one the correspondingrise of national income. The multiplier is the
ratio of the incrementof income to the increment of investment.
2. We come to the second stage of our analysis of the dynamic process:
we have now to consider the influence exerted on the course of this process
by changes which the capacity of equipment undergoes.
To every state of equipmentthere correspondsa certain level W of investment needed to maintain the capacity of it, which in the absenceof this investment would shrink on account of wear and tear. If the investment I in a
i-period is equal to W, investment decisionsin the next period are not affected
by the changes in equipment. If I>W the capacity of equipment increases
in this period, which causes, caeterisparibus,a fall of investment decisionsin
the next one. Consequently,if we have an upward cumulative process and
the investment is greater than the level needed for the maintenanceof equipment capacity, this process is hampered by the increase of capacity; whilst
when I<W the opposite influence operates.
Thus, if the upward cumulative process described above starts from a
position in which the investment is lower than the " level of maintenance"
W, the change of equipment stimulates it. But the situation alters when the
investment begins to exceed the level of maintenanceof capacity. The equipment capacity is expanding and this retards the cumulative process. Or,
in other words, the curve 0 along which the point (I, D) moves shifts upwards
at the same time so long as I<W, but it begins to shift down when I becomes
greaterthan W.
D.
The influence of increasing capacity has, how-0w
X
ever, the greatest importanceat the point at which
investment decisions D become equal to investment
I and at which consequently the latter ceases to

grow. For the expansionof equipmentwith constant
investment greater than W causes a fall of investment decisions, which thus become in the next i-period lower than the investment (see Fig. 7). In

that way the downwardcumulativeprocesssets in.

-

__

FIG. 7.
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So long as the investment is greater than the level of maintenanceof the
equipment capacity W, this capacity is further expanding, thus stimulating
the downward cumulative process; but after the investment I becomes
lower than W, the shrinkageof the equipmentbegins to retard it. When the
point is reachedin which I= D and the investmentceases to decline,the further
shrinkage of equipment causes an increase of investment decisions, and this
will be the beginning of an upward cumulative process.
We have shown in the first paragraph that a cumulative process with
constant equipment leads to a state in which investment decisions are equal
to investment and thus the latter remainsin the following-r-periodsat a constant level. Now we see that this " equilibrium" is disturbedby the change
of capital equipment. After the upward cumulative process has come to an
end, the rise of equipmentcapacity at the top of prosperitycauses a downward
cumulativemovement, which in turn is followedby an upwardprocessstarted
with the contractionof capacity at the bottom of the depression. The dynamic
processconsists thus of a series of upwardand downwardcumulativeprocesses
followingeach other. In other words, it forms a businesscycle.
3. It is useful for the understandingof the nature of the business cycle to
representit as a movementof the point in the planeI, D. In Fig. 8 we have the
curves c representingthe functional dependence of investment decisions D
on investmentI with variousequipmentcapacities. The greaterthe equipment
capacity the lower the position of the correspondingcurve 0.
We shall mark now on every curve the point whose abscissais equal to the
level W of investment needed for the maintenanceof the capacity of equipment
to which this curve 0 corresponds. The locus of all these points is the curve
EG.' For all points on that curve we have I = W, for all points on the left
of it I<W, whilst for all points on the right I>W.
Now if investment and investment decisions in a certain 7-periodare representedby a point (I, D) this point will move along the curve + towardsthe
point of intersectionwith OL, while this curve will shift upwards,downwards,
or remain stationary accordingto whether the point (I, D) lies on the left of
curve EG on the right of it, or on that curve.
Let us now assume that to investment and investment decisions in the
first 7-periodthere correspondsthe point E. In that point I = W and thus
the moving point (I, D) representingthe variable investment and the rate
of investment decisions in our dynamic process moves along the curve EA
towards A whilst this curve is stationary. Investment I increases. Because of
this, however, the investment in the next period is higher than the " level of
maintenances"W and the curve 0 begins to shift down. Consequentlythe
moving point (I, D) has the trajectoryEF, which is the resultant of the movement along 0 and the downward shift of it. (In point E this trajectory is
tangential to the curve i.) In the point F the investment I ceases to grow
because D = I, whilst the curve b shifts farther down, consequentlythe point
(I, D) moves here vertically. In that way it falls below OL; the investment
1 This curve is descending because the lower the position of a curve 0 the greater the corresuonding equipment and the greater the level of investment W bywhich the capacitv is maintained.
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decisions are now lower than investment and the latter begins to
fall. The point (I, D) now moves
along the curve k to the left,
whilst this curve shifts farther
down becausestill I>W. In that
way the moving point meets the
curve EG in G. The curve 4 now
ceases to shift down, and the trajectory is here again tangential to
GCas before to EA. But soon I,
fallingfarther,becomeslower than
W and the curve 4 begins to shift

L
D

/

up, whilst the movement along

the curve 4)is further directed to
FIG. 8.
the left because still D<I. In the
point H investment decisions The "cracks" of the curve EFGH in F and H are
become equal to investment, and
the latter ceases to fall, while the
curve shifts farther up. The point

due to discontinuity introduced by division of the
process into ir-periods (compare with Fig. 7' point

F corresponds
to periodn).

(I, D) moves here again vertically but upwards. Thus D becomes greater than
I, the movement along 4 is directed to the right, while the curve 4 shifts
farther up. In that way the moving point comes back to the point E and the
new cycle begins.
It is clear that the moving point cannot stop at any point of the trajectory.
In E and G the investment is equal to " the level of maintenance,"but investment decisionsare higher or lower respectivelythan the investment. In F and
H the rate of investment decisions is equal to investment, and thus there is
no tendency for a cumulative process, but investment is higher or lower
respectively than the " level of maintenance" and the equipment capacity
expands or shrinks. The only point in the plane I, D from which there is
no tendency to move is B, the point of intersectionof EG andOL. In that point
D = I = W, or there is no tendency towards the cumulative process and no
change of equipment capacity. It thus correspondsto long-run equilibrium.
If the initial position of the moving point does not coincide with B it must
move round it. In other words, if in the first T-periodinvestment, investment
decisions and equipment do not correspondto the point B, there must arise a
business cycle.
Clearly it is an arbitrary assumption that the moving point comes back
to its initial position E-the trajectoryneed not be a closed curve but may also
be a spiral.
4. We see that the question, " What causes the periodicalcrisis ? " could
be answeredshortly: the fact that the investment is not only producedbut
also producing. Investment consideredas capitalists' spending is the source
of prosperity, and every increase of it improves business and stimulates a
further rise of spending for investment. But at the same time investment is
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an addition to the capital equipmentand right from birth it competes with the
older generationof this equipment. The tragedy of investment is that it calls
forth the crisisbecauseit is useful. I do not wonderthat many people consider
this theory paradoxical. But it is not the theory which is paradoxical but
its subject-the capitalist economy.
MICHALKALECKI.

London.

NOTE
Weshall try to make tenablethat the averagetime of finishinginvestmentordersrvariesonlv
slowly within a narrowrange. Let us define first 7 for one kind of investmentgood with gestation
0
we can express ?kin terms of the investment good
period 8. In the formula
I7=EotE!which we deal with, for it is clear that in
the above expression the price of this good
Y
in the given moment is irrelevant for r. On
the chart we see the time curveP Qof the rate
~
of investment decisions y (i.e. how much of
p
our type of investment is orderedin a given
moment per unit of time). All orders being
under construction at the moment M were
given in the time space MN, for all earlier
ordersare already completed, whilst none of
these ordersis finished. The order given at
the moment x (reckonedfrom N) is equal to
y.dx; this order was under construction
during a time a-x (becauseit was given a-x
time-units ago) and thus the time needed to
complete it is 8- (8-x) = x and its part to
be completed equals ydx.
a. Consequently,
2.~. M
Q
Lok expressed in terms of investment good
Z' ~.
consideredis at the moment M:

a
0

Jfyzxdx
0

For ZkAexpressedin terms of investment good-which is nothing else than the " real " invest7k
menti at the moment M-we get, if one takes into account that rk, the time needed to complete
the orderydx.5i, is here equialto x,

0

ft follows that
fyxdx
0

0

Ta
00yd;
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Taking approximately that PQ is a straight line segment this expression gives:
6

2

9
~~~~e

where a is the relation h of the increase of y in the time from N
to M to the average of y at N and M. Now it is clear: (i) If the
rate of increase (or decrease) of y during 8 is not very great, T

a

differs slightly from .
2

(2)

p

If the rate of increase (or decrease)

of y does not change much within a certain time, the change of 7
in this time is small.
Let us now come back to our general expression 7 -

h

We shall divide the uncompleted projects o, into
?kot11?-A
Trk
groups each of them including all uncompleted investment orders
of a certain type I with gestation period 8l. The " real " value
of these uncompleted orders of type I is wjand the correspondent
91
!l
Tr-periodis equal to - (I+
)
Denoting the price per an investment
moment by pi, we have now Xok-=Z0p and

_

unit at a given
=

I-=

E

rk

Thus we obtain:

Now it is clear that if: (I) the rates of increase al of the singular types of investment do not
change much within a certain time; (2) the distribution of the value of uncompleted investment
projects among singular investment types does not change much, too-the change of T during
this time is small. It is also obvious that if al are not very great, T differs slightly from the half
average gestation period.
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